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INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
The changes in today's fast moving world set a different pattern of living for many people.

A large percentage of

women in America today will face the challenge of combining
homemaking and wage earning at some stage in their lives.
The growing incidence of early marriage, with young women

entering or continuing employment after marriage, as well as
the increasing number of married women with children entering
the labor market demands effective management in the home

when time there is limited.

Many homemakers do not recognize

the need for, or have knowledge of, basic principles and

practices of good management.

Hoi^ever, the woman who uses

good management skills tends to be more productive and finds

greater satisfaction in her work both in the role of home-

maker and the role of wage earner.

American people have a multitude of resources available to them but realization of the number of choices possible
is difficult in a complex society.

One of the purposes of

home economics is to assist individuals and families in man-

aging resources in order to achieve the kind of home life

satisfying to the individual, to the family, and to society.
Home economics educators must realize the implications
for preparing students for the dual role of homemaker and wage

earner.

Chadderdon stresses the need for experimentation with

units that teach girls "principles of management so they can

more successfully combine homemaking and wage earning." 1

Management study at the secondary level is concerned

with the planning, controlling, and evaluating of human and
material resources for individuals and families.

Emphasis

is placed on recognition of resources and cooperation within

Kansas philosophy

the family in the use of all resources.

for homemaking education is that "it is important to teach

management principles which can be applied in the other
areas of the home economics curriculum."

p

As a teacher, the investigator observed a need for

understandings and skills in home management in the twelfthAt twelfth-grade, girls are often considering further

grade.

education, a career, marriage, or a combination of these.

They are becoming more concerned about self-support and
assuming the role of the homeraaker so the need for management
skills and understandings becomes a reality for them.

The need for management skills indicates that a special unit, or series of special lessons, could be developed
to assist students in gaining understanding of the management

process.

Classroom learning experiences based on real-life

Hester Chadderdon, "Evaluation and Research," The
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary-School
Principals 71; 72 December, 196^.
,

p

:

,

Kansas State Board for Vocational Education, Homemaking Education, Kansas Guide for Eomemaking Education, p. 2

settings that are planned to meet the developmental needs of
students, help students identify management principles neces-

sary for daily living.

After principles have been identified,

students can apply the principles to new situations and

experiences.

Purposes of the Study
The purposes of this study were (1) to identify man-

agement problems of homemakers employed outside the home and
(2)

to develop learning experiences for twelfth-grade girls

to enable them to develop home management understandings and

skills needed for the dual role of homemaker and wage earner.

No plans for teaching and evaluating the learning experiences

were included.

Procedure
In order to better understand the problems of employed

homemakers, it was necessary to review literature to deter-

mine the changes in society as they affect the family and to
determine the factors influencing the married woman's decision to work.

Selected research studies were reviewed to

identify management problems of employed homemakers.

The

concept approach of curriculum planning was investigated for
use as a basis for developing the learning experiences.

•^-Jerline Kennedy, "Programs for Students with Special
Needs," The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary Principals , 7k'k3>, December, I96I4-.

Major problem areas of employed homemakers were identified for inclusion as the home management unit.

Area con-

cepts and behavioral objectives were written for each prob-

Appropriate management concepts and generaliza-

lem area.

tions were selected from the U.S. Office of Education publication, "Curriculum Resource Material:

Conceptual Framework

and Generalizations in Home Economics" for each problem
area.

Because no guides for teacher use were given in the

resource materials, the investigator explored the use of
these resource materials in developing learning experiences.
The sequence of study in the problem areas was arranged to

enable twelfth-grade girls to gain an understanding of the

basic concepts of management and then develop skill in using
the concepts in each succeeding area.

Suggested references

were given for each problem area.

Definitions of Terms Used
The terms defined for use in this study
are:
j

Concept .

Concepts are abstractions used to organize the world
of objects and events into a smaller number of categories,
They have many dimensions and meanings and constitute the
recurrent themes which occur throughout the curriculum in
a cumulative and overarching fashion. 2

-^United States Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Office of Education, "Curriculum Resource Material:Conceptual Framework and Generalizations in Home Economics,"
p. 2.

^Berenice Mallory, "Curriculum Developments," The
Bulletin of the National Association of Sec ondar y-S choo
Principals 71|.:56, December, 19614..
,

Generalizations ,
Generalizations express underlying truth, have an
element of universality, and usually indicate relationships.
Generalizations help give meaning to concepts.
They are based on objective data, on experience, or on
theory accepted by specialists in the field.
Home Management .

Home management is the conscious

planning, controlling, and evaluating of human and material

resources by individuals and families.

p

Social Family .
A social family is a family of two or more persons
who choose to establish a home together, operate as a
family unit, share in its financing, and bring into it
the warmth and companionship of friends and relatives
of each participant .3

Young Homemaker

.

A young homemaker is a woman between

the age of seventeen and thirty years who manages a home.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Materials specifically related to
society as they affect the family,

(2)

(1)

changes in

factors influencing

the married woman's decision to work,

(3)

identified manage-

ment problems of employed homemakers

and

(J4.)

,

using the con-

cept approach in curriculum planning were reviewed by the

investigator and are presented in this section.

3-Ibid

.

^Marjorie Knoll, "Toward a Conceptual Framework in
Home Management," Journal of Home Economics 55-33^, May, 1963
,

-^Bernice Milburn Moore, "Families of America," The
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary-School"
Principals , W^k, December, 196I4..
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Changes in Society As They Affect the Family
Now, as in the past, the homemaker's role as well as the

activities of the home are affected by changes resulting from
social and economic influences outside the home.
Since the beginning of the 20th century, the United

States has witnessed a shift in the role of women in the labor
force.

In 1900,

was a woman.

one out of five workers in the labor force

By 19i+0, one worker in four was a woman.

In

1963, women workers numbered one in three workers in the labor

force.

The actual number of married women among the employed
has also increased.

In 1900, about one in eighteen married

women was employed; by

19i+0,

the figure had changed to one in

seven of the married women living with their husbands.

married women in 1963, one in three was working. ^

Among

Of the

twenty-four million women workers in the labor force, 13.3

million were married and were living with their husbands.
Approximately 12. If million of the group had husbands who were
also in the labor force.
over

I9I4-O

This represents a notable increase

when there were three million working couples.

^American Woman , Report of the President's Commission
on the Status of Women, p. 28.

^Henry A. Bowman, Marriage for Moderns

,

p. 36.

-^United States Department of Labor, Women's Bureau,
1962 Handbook on Women Workers p. J4.6.
,

A pattern of early marriage and early childbearing

provides a longer period of time a mother can be employed
without leaving pre-school children.

The median age at

marriage in 1961 was 20.3 years for women.
decrease from

19U-0

This was a

when the median age was 21.5 years.

In

1961, childbearing was usually completed by age twenty-six

and the last child entered school when the mother was

thirty-two.

2

Society has become so complex that it is necessary to
re-examine old values and attitudes, old roles and concepts,
and to a3k if they are useful in the world today.

Families used to be controlled by the head of the

Children were to be seen and not

house, usually the father.

They had little to say in family decisions.

heard.

The

father had absolute authority and was not to be questioned.
There was a clear-cut division of labor by sex in both the
home and in the occupational world.

One could accurately

speak of "men's work" and "women's work.

American society gives evidence of moving toward an
equalitarian type of family life.

Today many families are

organized around more democratic principles.

1 Ibid.,

Each person in

p. 39.

p

Francis Ivan Nye and Lois Hoffman, The Em-ployed
Mother in America p.
m
,

-^Bowman,

op_.

l\.

cit

. ,

p.

I4.2.

-

.

8

the family is recognized as having rights as a member of the

Family members play flexible roles.

family.

The man and

Few

wife share both the earning and spending in many homes.
jobs are now rigidly classed

as'

either for men or for women.

Trends in American society affecting the role of the

husband in family living and in society are numerous.

Bowman

indicates the changing role of the husband:
1.

The husband remains the primary provider for the
family but not necessarily the only provider.

2.

Family decisions are being made jointly rather
than strictly by masculine decree.

3.

The husband-father plays an active part in the
rearing of his children and participates in
infant care.

lj.

#

5.

The home is becoming an area of participation
for the husband. Ee participates in the tasks
of housekeeping.
The extent of his participation
is determined by what is the best arrangement for
each family with their personalities, abilities,
and specific situations.
The husband is expected to share leisure time
with his wife and to engage with her in social
activities and recreational pursuits.
1-

The role of the wife in the changing society is also

described by Bowman and is summarized as follows:
1.

The wife is expected to take major responsibility
for household planning and for the supervision of
outside help in the home.

1 Ibid.,

pp. 25-31.

2.

A wife has a socioeconomic role as the marital
partner of her husband with a particular occupation.
The wife is expected to ascist her husband in
meeting his social obligations required in his
occupation.
Large corporations are giving this
attention. The military wife is expected to
adapt to military rules.
She must prepare for
the
meeting
military obligations of her husband
such as entertaining, moving on short notice, or
living apart from her husband while he serves in
areas where dependents can not accompany him.
These unusual demands of the military service
further emphasize this socioeconomic role.

3.

The burden of the responsibility of social director
in the family is left to the wife.

ij..

The wife's role has shifted from that of producer
to that of consumer. She is expected to be skilled
in the art of purchasing.

5.

The wife has more independence, is given less
direction and supervision, and has more freedom
More women are becoming
of choice than formerly.
wage earners and this gives them a new type of
independence.

6.

Educational opportunities for the wife are almost
equal to those of her husband and these opportunities
are being used intelligently.!

Berger stresses how the teen-ager is affected in the

changing society.

The industrial society helps to detach

teen-agers from their families and locales and better prepare
them for social mobility.

One of the features of traditional

societies that industrialism destroys is the capacity of

families to train their children for economic roles.

The task

of training children for making a living as adults now falls

to public agencies which separate them from their families for

1 Ibid.

.

pp. 33-35.

.
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Schools bring large numbers of young

a large part of the day.

people together for a common purpose and help shift the loyalties of teen-agers from their families to their peer groups

According to Craig, the teen-ager must learn that adult
living is understanding oneself, living in harmony with others,

discovering how to be a good parent, accepting citizenship
responsibilities, and understanding the contributions each can
make to the entire world.

p

There is no longer a standard pattern or class-determined

pattern of family life in this country.

One contributing factor

has been the increase in married women's employment outside the

home.

Another factor has been the striving in the direction of

upward mobility, a striving to better socioeconomic status.-^
Today's family has no head or two heads and homemaking
is

becoming a joint responsibility of husband and wife.

^

Duvall suggests three factors to fairly divide labor among
family members.

One factor is time:

by the person who has time.

a given job is completed

A second factor is interest:

tasks to be accomplished should be worked out considering

'-Bennett M. Berger, "Teen-agers Are an American
Invention," 1966 World Topics Yearbook p. Ij-Olj..
,

^Hazel Thompson Craig, Thresholds to Adult Living , p.
-^Bowman, _££.

klbld.

,

cit

p. 58.

. ,

pp.

IJ.3-J4J4..

9.

^

.
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individual preferences.

The third factor is fairness:

each

person must be considered in the division of labor
Family members are participating in more community
activities which take them out of the home.

The homemaker

spends more time in activities such as club meetings, pro-

fessional demands of both her work and her husband's work,
social obligations, church work, community volunteer work, and
in adult education.

Other family members actively participate

in commercial recreation, clubs, and organizations.

The activ-

ities of family members in home, work, education, recreation,

and civic programs force new responsibilities and many decisions

upon the family.

Wood and others believe that each family has specific
goals and values, different attitudes, talents, and skills.

The management of any one home differs because of what seems

important to the family members and the stage in the life and

work cycle of the family.
Social and economic changes have created a dual role
of working and homemaking for the homemaker.

Many women seek

work outside the home because scientific and technological
improvements have simplified household activities and reduced

^-Evelyn Millis Duvall, Family Living , p.
2 Mildred Wood,

267.

Alberta Hill, and Edna Amidon, Management
Problems of Homemakers Employed Outside the Home , p. xiii.

.
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the time required for the physical tasks of homemaking.

According to Wood and others
certain kinds of home production have dwindled, while
the judgment and technical knowledge required in
managing the home have increased greatly. The wide
variety and ever-new consumer goods and services
present the homemakcr x^ith many new decisions about
the use of time, energy, and money

Technological advances in production and distribution
have made it possible to produce and process food more econom-

ically in factories and on specialized farms than in the indi-

Similar advances have been made in fashioning

vidual home.

and production of clothing.

Household tasks have been eased

by use of modern appliances and equipment.

Time-saving

appliances reduce the time and energy required for home-

making functions.
The homemaker must exert more time and effort analyzing buying information when taking advantage of technological

advances.

Advertising has turned luxuries into necessities

and created temptation for the homemaker.

The time saved by

changes in household technology often has to be used to earn
the money necessary to finance, maintain, and expand labor-

saving devices 'the homemaker considers necessary.

The home-

maker has been transformed from a vital producing member of
the family to one whose utility sometimes approaches the

trivial.

•'

-Ibid .

,

p. xi.

2 Nye and Hoffman,

oq.

c it

. ,

p.

2.
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Factors Influencing the Married "Woman

'

s

Decision to Work

The earlier end to child-bearing provides more oppor-

tunity for women to plan careers outside the home.

Even

during the time when family demands are high, many mothers

work because they prefer to and not because of the need for
higher family income.

Many women have fundamental needs

which can be answered only by a job.
In Weil's study of two hundred actual and potential

working mothers in the career-homemaker role, respondents
were asked why they were participating in the labor force.
The reasons given were:

stimulation,
ing,
(5)

(ij.)

(3)

(1)

additional income,

(2)

outside

opportunity to utilize education and train-

additional income plus outside stimulation, and

finding the occupational experiences pleasant.

Weil

concluded that
there are many reasons beside the financial factor
given for outside employment, reasons that can be
classified as part of a continuous self -development
process.

Weil also considered the factors that permit a satisfactory arrangement between the career performance and the
housewife -mot her role.

The following factors influence actual

or planned work participation:

the positive attitude of the

1 James P. Dixon, "Our Changing Society:
Impact on
Families," Journal of Home Economics 55^99, September, 19&3.
,

2 Mildred W. Weil,

"An Analysis of the Factors Influencing Married Women's Actual or Planned Work Participation,"
Journal of Home Economics ^i\.:29^>, April, 1962.
,

husband toward the wife's work participation; the wife's per-

formance before marriage in an occupation; the husband's pro-

fessional or managerial status; the wife's participation in the
labor force after marriage; the high educational achievement
of the wife; the husband's helping with household chores and

with care of children; and the wife's having received specialized training beyond high school. 1
The writers of the article, "Working Wives:

A Roundup

of Pacts and Implications for Family Finance Educators,"

believed that the satisfactions to be derived from the development of talents through work should not be minimized.

2

Employ-

ment and income provide women with recognition, status, and a
sense of achievement.

The needs of women for social relation-

ships with people, for occupying time, and for meeting people
are other major non-financial work motives.

According to the participants at a National Manpower
Council conference on womanpower, the primary motivation for

work among married women was the desire to supplement the
family income to satisfy "needs" or "wants."

However, wives

are sometimes compelled to work because of position in society.

The husband who is a teacher, clergyman, or social worker is

1 Ibid.

,

£L|.:29lj..

^Institute of Life Insurance, Teaching Topics
Spring,

1961]..

,

13:8,

3
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required to maintain an appearance which his income may not
permit and the wife must work to

rneeu

this requirement .1

Circumstances which demand added income and goals

toward which the homemaker works were identified in Manage ment Problems of Homemakers Employed Outside the Home.

Problems and goals were drawn from the experiences of Mildred

Weigley Wood's students during her twenty years of successful
experience in providing effective educational programs in
home management in Phoenix, Arizona.

The circumstances which

demand added income, according to her, were too much consumer credit; medical expenses; widowed mother; husband an

invalid or temporarily unemployed; support needed for in-

valid parents; expense of children in college; and rising

prices with a set income.

Goals toward which the homemaker

worked were to provide a better living; to cut down debt; to
provide savings for home, education, vacations, or luxuries;
to meet the desire to help husband finish his education; and

to escape boredom.
Nye and Hoffman cite situational factors which operate
to determine the extent to which the mother is needed in the
home.

These factors are the age and needs of children; cost

of working versus money received; marketable skills; physical,

^•National Manpower Council, Work in the Lives
Married Women, p. 122.
o

Wood and others, oo. cit

3'ibid.

. ,

p. 6.

oi

s
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mental, and emotional health of the homemaker and her family;
changes in personal and family values during the life cycle;

availability of help in sharing home responsibilities and size
of family residence; availability of commercial products

and services; and the degree of mechanization of the household.

The attitudes of family members, the community of which the

homemaker is a part, and personal attitudes all operate on the

situational factors influencing the homemaker' s decision to
work.-**

Identif ied Management Problems of Employed Homemaker

Problems change with conditions.

When a woman takes on

the dual role of wage earner and homemaker, she is increasing
her management problems because she must make many more choices

and decisions.

Wood and others identify the time and energy problem of
employed homemakers.

They summarize the problem into the

following points:
1.

The family's need for time.

2.

The available time at home of the family members.

3.

The ways that some jobs can be simplified or
eliminated.

I4..

The processes involved in making a plan for
using time and energy.

Wye and Hoffman,

op_.

cit

. ,

pp. 3^4--38.
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5.

Providing ways of checking and improving plane
for saving time and energy.
•*-

Whatley

1

s

study of working mothers was to identify the

activities which employed mothers reported as problems and
concerns.

These activities consisted of household duties and

tasks which constitute daily living in most homes.

The one

hundred seventy-five mothers selected for the study were

employed either full-time or part-time, were thirty-five years
of age or older, and had a child or children enrolled in high

Whatley found that the major

school at the time of the study.

concern of the employed homemaker was management of household
routine.

The big problems of homemakers surveyed in her study

were the seasonal and special housework chores, seasonal
cleaning, yard work, ironing clothes, and the repair and

construction of clothing.
problems by Whatley

1

s

Five activities considered as small

respondents were shopning for clothes for

self and family, daily and weekly housework, planning for

emergencies during mother's working hours, planning meals, and

decorating or making the home attractive.

2

Schubert and Dalrymple investigated the problems and
needs of a group of young homemakers in Wisconsin.

The average

age of the homemakers was 22.2 years and the average length of

-Htfood

and others, op. cit .

,

p.

l]i|..

Alice Whatley, "Working Mothers Report on Problems
and Concerns," Journal of Home Economics , 55*119-120,
February, 1963

18

time married was 2.8 years.

At the time of the study 22 per

cent of the women were employed outside the home.

It was

found that the majority of these employed women experienced

difficulty with home management and meal planning problems.
The home management problems included planning budgets, time
and work schedule plans, learning time-saving short cuts,

acquiring and using household hints for job simplification,
and the development of new work techniques for household
tasks.

The meal planning problems included knowing types of

foods available, the purchasing and care of food, the plan-

ning of menus, and the preparation and serving of meals.

Hunter participated in and reported on a study com-

pleted by home management specialists of the Agricultural

Extension Service in forty-six states and Puerto Rico.

The

study was designed to learn what homemakers considered problems in management of such material and human resources as
time, energy, money, knowledge, skills, and attitudes.

Spe-

cialists visited five hundred eleven families of different
sizes, ages, and income levels.

farm homes were visited.

Urban, rural non-farm, and

Of the women in the study,

89 per

cent worked outside the house one hour or more per week. p

'•Genevieve Schubert and Julia Dalrymple, "Problems and
Needs of Young Homemakers --Implications for High School Home
Economics," Journal of Home Economics , 51:365-367, M &y, 1959.

^Starley M. Hunter, "Homemakers Name Their Home Problems," Journal of Home Economics , 53^25-1-1-26, June, 1961.
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In Hunter's study homemakers considered time the most

difficult problem.

The decision of fitting home activities

into time available was confusing to many homemakers.

They

expressed concern for increased time required to meet changes
in the growing family, along with increased social partici-

pation of family members.

The younger women were less likely

to plan use of time than were the older ones.

Money ranked as the second problem area for these
homemakers.

The women attributed money problems to growing

family, prices increasing faster than income, more things
to want, and inadequate income.

A small percentage stated

that inefficient management was a factor.

The homemakers

expressed concern for increasing outlays of money and time
for outside activities resulting from change in the family
life cycle.

The homemakers indicated that families drift

into this pattern, which increases consumption of time and

money gradually, and do not plan for the increases.
Anderson's study of a selected group of employed Virginia homemakers revealed how they divided their time among

homemaking and other activities.

Data were obtained from re-

plies to a questionnaire and a daily time record of activThe homemakers averaged forty-nine hours per week, or

ities.

''

•Ibid ., 53:1+26.

2 Ibid.,

53:^4-25.

.
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in homemaking activities when employed

29 per cent of their time,

part-time.

An average of thirty-one hours per week, or 19 per

cent of their time, was spent in homemaking activities by home-

makers who worked full-time.

The most time consuming of the

homemaking activities was food work:

gardens, freezing of

prepared meals, food preservation, and the planning, preparing,
and serving of family meals

The homemakers in Anderson's study wanted more time for

entertaining, reading, sewing, community and family activities,
gardening, and church work.

This study indicated a need for

time management to help employed homemakers achieve their goals
and satisfy their desires.

p

Some additional costs are inevitable when the homemaker
is employed outside the home.

According to studies by govern-

ment and private organizations, taxes and job-related expenses
take one-third to one-half of the average working mother's

earnings. 3

The additional cost of the operation of the home

can be decreased or eliminated by careful planning in advance
and by participation of family members in carrying out

responsibilities formerly assumed by the homemaker.

'Ella Smith Anderson and Cleo Fitzsimmons, "Use of Time
and Money by Employed Homemakers," Journal of Home Economics ,
52:l].52-ij-55, June, I960.
2 Ibid.,

52:14-51]-.

3lnstitute of Life Insurance,

ap_.

cit

. ,

p.

10.
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Directly related costs of working include dues to
unions or professional organizations, uniforms, transportation, services of household help and care for the children,

beauty parlor services, lunches and coffee breaks, additional
clothing, and increased taxes.

The indirect expenses of

working include more duplication in clothing because of less
time for repair and laundering; possible expenses for con-

tributions to office collections; part-time help at home;

increased food bills with more meals eaten outside the home;
and greater use of convenience foods.

Wood and others believed the probable net income from
employment outside the home could be determined by figuring

probable expenses of the job; the additional costs of maintaining the family; estimating the indirect costs of working;
and considering the costs of working in terms of time,

energy, changed relationships, and delayed family goals. 2
The cost of maintaining the job may lead to the accrual
of certain benefits for the working homemaker.

She can support

the cost of beauty shop services and a reasonably fashionable

wardrobe without justification of such expense.

The extension

of social security coverage and participation in health and

•*-w~ood

and others,

2 Ibid.,

p.

13.

jDp_.

cit

. ,

p.

8.

^.
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other insurance plans means many women are Investing in their

future economic security.

Thinking through the issues and considering the problems
or working outside the home will help in making a sound decision

that will be satisfactory to the homemaker and her family.

Decisions are likely to bring the most lasting satisfaction when
they are made in terms of their contribution to family goals

Using the Concept Approach in Curriculum Planning

Woodruff defined education as "a system for helping
every person and all people together obtain as much satisfaction
as possible in their lives."-*

The primary objective of education

stated Woodruff, is "to enable students to make wise choices, and
to cause them to strive to manifest in their lives the best

qualities of our culture."^-

Woodruff further stated that con-

cepts, values, symbols, abilities, and habits are the products
of learning that must be achieved through education if the

behavior of students is to change and improve in the future.

Woodruff believed
A person's chances for success in life are greatly
enhanced by learning those things that are most important
in his search for satisfaction, as early and efficiently

National Manpower Council,

^Wood and others, oo. cit

.

,

op_.

cit

pp.

12-13.

.

,

p.

99.

3Asahel D. Woodruff, Basic Concepts of Teaching
^Ibid., p.

lj.3.

Slbld ., p. 88.

,

p.

13.
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and as accurately and validly as possible,
and schools fulfill their purpose best when they accomplish
this. 1
as possible,

Concept learning is being recognized as a dominant
element in education.

Burton, Kimball, and Wing stressed the

value and use of concepts in education.

They believed that

concepts give a relatively stable, permanent system of know-

Knowledge that is grouped through organization of ideas

ledge.

can be recalled and used.
ideas are discovered.

Concepts change as new facts and

Class concepts and abstractions enable

an individual to generalize by the transfer of understanding

from one thing to another and by supplementing knowledge of
specific things through analyzing the total connotation of the
concept.

Concepts provide the learner with a framework and

guideposts for thinking.
•

According to Woodruff, concepts are made up of past

experiences brought into some functional relationships.

They

direct a student's sequential actions from simple to complex

processes and they gain in meaning as the student understands
and relates new experiences to previous experiences.

Concepts

have proved to be useful in making future relationships and

re-organization of understandings in a new situation.

The

ability to perceive concepts in this way provides the student

1 Ibid.,

p.

2I4..

2 William H.

Burton, Roland B. Kimball and Richard L.
Wing, Education for Effective Thinking , p. iSk-,
3 Ibid.

,

p.

15>6.

2k

with tools to use in a new, somewhat different, somewhat similar
situation.

Every concept a person has contains the element of
meaning, which is the intellectual part, and the element of

preference, which is the feeling part.

Meaning is a product

of factual observation and preference is a product of personal

satisfaction or annoyance produced in an experience.

New

concepts take form faster when students are given cues and

information as to what to look for in learning materials.

Denemark conceived the design of the curriculum to
include a new set of "fundamentals" derived from rigorous

analysis of every field of knowledge.

He further believed that

the curriculum must include a favorable balance of stability

and flexibility between subject matter and a teacher's selection
of content to suit unique conditions encountered. 3

Bruner, in

The Process of Education , stressed that the curriculum should be

determined by the most fundamental understanding that could be
achieved of the principles that form the structure of a subject.

Organizing facts in terms of principles and ideas is the only way
of reducing the quick rate of loss of human memory. h-

lAsahel D. Woodruff, "The Use of Concepts in Teaching and
Learning," Journal of Teacher Education , lj-7:95, March, 196]+.

^Asahel D. Woodruff, Basic Concepts of Teaching , p. $1.
^George W. Denemark, "The Curriculum Challenge of Our
Times," NEA Journal , f?0:ll|., December, 1961.
^-Jerome Bruner, The Process of Education , pp. 31-32.
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In February, 1961, conferees at a United States Office
of Education conference held in Washington, D.C., began analyzing

the field of home economics in terras of the theory set forth by
Deneraark and Bruner.

They concluded that

defining the structure and the content of home economics
in terras of basic concepts and generalizations would
provide valuable resource material for curriculum development at state and local levels and provide structure for
various areas of home economics.

Curriculum workshops sponsored by the Office of Education
and selected Colleges of Home Economics were held in the summers
of 1962, 1963, and

I96J4..

Participants in the seven workshops

included college teachers, specialists in various subject-matter
areas, high school teachers, and hone economics teacher educators

and supervisors who were actively involved in secondary home
At these workshops participants identified

economics programs.

basic concepts and developed broad generalizations in the

following areas of home economics:

Family Relationships;

Home

Management and Family Economics; Housing, Interior Design, Furnishings, and Equipment; Textiles and Clothing; and Development
of Children and Youth.

Fundamental to the development of concepts and generalizations has been concern for helping students develop the

^Berenice Mallory, "Curriculum Developments," The
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary-School
Principals ,
7k- 53, December, 1961]..
:

2 Ibid .
3 Ibid .,

71].:

55.

^
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understandings needed for living in a world of change.

The

major purpose of the concept approach to teaching is "to promote
clear, conscious, and directional thinking on the part of

students as well as the teachers," according to Dalrymple.
In conceptual learning a series of experiences build up

gradually to a well-developed understanding and a tendency toward
the use of a form of behavior.

The curriculum has to contain

vital concepts, selected for their importance in life, and then
efficient ways of learning them must be provided.

If the con-

cepts are made clear through good teaching techniques, the

student then will try out the new concepts in daily behavior
as part of the learning process.

The teacher has the responsibility for providing the

necessary tools for the conceptual approach to teaching.
Osborn said:

When the teacher gives students the opportunity to think
as well as the tools to use, she is using concept teaching.
Some of the tools the teacher will provide include her basic
planning to provide the framework, facts and principles
related to the topic, references and printed materials for
guides and to provide current information, teaching aids to
suggest various ways of presenting knowledge, and her
personal desire to guide students as they learn.

•'•Julia Dalrymple, "Teaching for Concept Development,"
Journal of the American Dietetics Association l\.$z25, July, 196ij..
,

^Asahel D. Woodruff, Basic Concepts of Teaching , p.
Penney'

s

5>1.

3Barbara Osborn, "More Concepts and Generalizations,"
Fashions and Fabrics p. 12, Spring/Summer, 1966.
,
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Tyler defined a learning experience as "the interaction

between the learner and the external conditions in the environment to which he can react."-*-

Learning takes place through the

active participation of the learner.

The experiences the

student engages in are the means of education.

The following

guidelines, outlined by Tyler, are useful in selecting meaningful

learning experiences:
1.

Opportunity needs to be provided for the learner
to practice the kind of behavior and deal with the
content implied by the objectives of the lesson.

2.

The student needs to obtain satisfaction from
carrying on the behavior.

3.

The reactions desired in the experience need to
be within the range of possibility for the
students involved.

There are many experiences that can be used to
achieve the same educational objectives.

ij..

The same learning experiences will usually bring
about several outcomes.

5.

The student learns in terms of his purposes, and much

depends on whether or not he sees that the problem he is facing
outside of school is similar to the school situation.

It is

important to teach by using the situations students actually
are facing in their out-of -school lives whenever this is

A student reacts more effectively in a new

practicable.

•^•Ralph W.

Instruction

,

p.

2 Ibid.

,

Tyler, Basic Principles of Curriculum and

J4.I.

p.

ij.2.
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situation when he has peached generalizations about the old
situation.

Generalizations are arrived at through experience.

Experience that leads to generalizations encourages pupils
to experiment, to discuss, and to reach conclusions.

Williamson and Lyle said, "Since a generalization

is

fre-

quently a statement of some relationship between two or more
concepts, a first step is to be sure the students understand
the concepts that are related."
is improved

Conceptual generalization

when the teacher helps the student recognize

characteristics in a set of objects and processes which are
the same for all of them, and describes such characteristics

in the form of a general statement.

The use of concepts and

generalizations in teaching increases students
deal intelligently with new situations.

1

ability to

Students learn to

generalize from their experiences and develop useful understandings in situations other than the ones in which they
are learned.

This approach to teaching leads to increased

student interest and involvement in getting facts and

information independently.

Florence B. Stratemeyer and others, Develop inn; a
Curriculum for Modern Living p. 75.
,

o

Williamson and Mary Stewart Lyle,
Education in the High School , p. 97.
^•Maude

Horn ems, king
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Summary
The 20th century has witnessed extensive changes in

American society and family life.

American society gives

evidence of moving toward an equalitarian type of family with

decided changes in the role of the husband and wife.

Many

changes in the pattern of family life in this country have been
due to early marriage, early childbearing, increase in the

number of married women employed outside the home, and a
striving to better the socioeconomic status of the family.

Industrialization has brought a change from family-centered
to factory-centered production and technological changes have

simplified household activities and reduced the time required
for the physical tasks of homemaking.'

Because the homemaker

is no longer a vital producing member of the family she has

combined the family-located tasks with those of wage earning
All family members participate in

and civic responsibility.

more activities which take them out of the home for longer

periods of time.

Employment and income provide women with recognition,
status, and a sense of achievement.

Additional income, outside

stimulation, and the opportunity to utilize education and

training were the main reasons given for employment by the
homemakers.

The homemaker

T

s

decision to work is influenced by

personal attitudes, those of family members and those of the
community of which the homemaker is a part, and the extent to

which the homemaker is needed in the home.
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Studies showed that the problem areas most mentioned
by employed homemakers concerned management in homemaking
activities.

These included

energy management,

(3)

(l)

housekeeping,

management of money,

and (5) clothing activities.

(2)

(h.)

time and

food activities,

Homemakers expressed the desire

to utilize their time in the best possible way and wanted to

learn how tasks could be simplified or eliminated through good

management techniques,
A number of authorities contend that the curriculum

should be determined by the most fundamental understanding
of the principles or concepts that form the structure of a

subject.

Since 1961, Home Economics curriculum workshops

have developed resource materials identifying concepts and

generalizations in five broad areas of home economics to use
in curriculum planning at the secondary level.

The concept

approach to teaching provides the student with a framework
and guideposts for thinking when opportunity is provided for

building upon past experiences and understandings.

.
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LEARNING- EXPERIENCES IN HOME MANAGEMENT

The learning experiences developed in this study were

based on five identified management problem areas of employed
homemakers.

The objectives, identified concepts and general-

izations, and the learning experiences for each major problem

will be found in this section.

Development of the Unit

Work done in conferences and workshops directed by the
U.S. Office of Education identified basic concepts and gen-

eralizations that provide structure for the areas of home
economics at the secondary school level.

No guides for

teacher use were given in the resource materials in order
that curriculum could remain flexible and adapted to local

needs.

The investigator explored the use of these resource

materials in developing learning experiences for this report.
The generalizations chosen were taken directly, or adapted,

from the publication, "Curriculum Resource Material:

Con-

ceptual Framework and Generalizations in Home Economics

;!J-

The learning experiences were planned for tx^elfth-

grade girls to lead to understandings and skills particularly

important for the employed homemaker.

The level of the learn-

ing experiences assumed the students had completed a minimum

United States Department of Healt

Jication,

and

erial:
''Curriculum Resource
Conceptual Framework and Generalizations in Home Economics.''

VJelfare, Office of Education,

.

,
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of one year of home economics

unit of clothing.

or one unit

of foods and one

The learning experiences were arranged as

a unit that could be (1)

a part

of a semester or year spe-

cialized course introducing twelfth-grade girls to the world
of work or

(2)

a part

of a twelfth-grade non-specialized

home economics course.

The problem areas chosen for the management unit were

housekeeping, time and energy management, food activities

clothing activities, and money management.

The sequence of

problem areas was arranged to enable twelfth-grade girls to
gain an understanding of the basic concepts of management
and then develop skill in using the concepts in each succeed-

The major problem concepts were managing homemaking

ing area.

activities, time and energy resource management, money management, management of food resources, and management of clothing
needs.
In this unit the focal point of teaching was the

social -family group approach.

Moore defines a social family

to be "two or more persons who choose to establish a home

together, operate as a family unit, share in its financing,
and bring into it the warmth and companionship of friends and

relatives of each participant."

Examples of social-family

Bernice Milburn Moore, "Families of America," The
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary-School
Principals Ik'-k-t December"] T96I4-.
,
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groups suitable for these learning experiences are:

young married couple where both work,
career girls sharing an apartment,

(3)

(2)

(1)

the

the group of young

the young married

couple both of whom are students and each working part-time,
and

(Ij.)

the young working married couple with two children

and a mother-in-law in the home.

The social-family groups are sufficiently limited to

provide a core of common learnings and permit teaching of
basic concepts of management, yet flexible enough to encourage creativity.

The learning experiences would enable

the twelfth-grade girls to work in various family-size

groups and use procedures duplicating as nearly as possible

those used by the young homemaker in the dual role.

The

students change social-family groups at intervals to gain

experience with problems associated with each group.

Suggested references were given at the end of each

problem area for additional teaching ideas as well as
information for both the teacher and student.
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Problem Area

Housekeeping

Concept

Managing Homemaking Activities

Area Objectives
Recognizes values and goals as influencing every
aspect of living including the managing of homemaking.

concerning individual and family
goals, values, and standards, and the way they change
with different stages in the life cycle.

Drains conclusions

Plans ways of managing to accomplish individual and
family goals.

Increases in awareness of the variety of responsibilities
the home manager assumes in running an organized home.

Analyzes individual and family resources to use in
varying situations.
Uses judgment in decisions concerning essential tasks
to achieve goals.

Manages homemaking activities with increasing skill.

Area Generalizations

Learning Experiences

The changes in the circumstances accompanying family
life stages influence the
availability of resources
and the demands made upon
them.

Invite young married employed
woman, mother of class member,
and grandmother for discussion
leaders on: Management of
material and non-material resources vary with changes in
family life cycle.

Study the family life cycle and
compare the demands on family
resources in social-family
groups.

Deciding whether to use
human resources or to use
material resources involves consideration of
family values and
standards.

D.iscuss the choice between use
of human resources of talents,
skills, and abilities or econ-

omic resources in varying
situations: whether to make or
to buy goods; whether to perform
a service or hire it done; etc.

3>S

Area Generalizations

Learning Experiences
'.

Identify and discuss factors to
be considered by the home manager
in choice of resources.

Flexibility in standards
influences adaptability
to changing circumstances.

"Directing Your
lues and
standards indicated in the
f ilmstrip.
ejw

>ol!

films trip

ars

.

"

3

'.

Describe two homes where the
homemaker s standards of housekeeping are quite different.
Formulate a list of requirements
that would be included in a
desirable standard for own home.
1

Clarifying values and goals
of an individual and family
helps the manager to choose
only tasks that are essential to be performed.

Discuss goals and values of
family members and individuals.
.How do goals and values serve
as guides for the homemaker?
.Why are goals and values
important?
List areas in which people's
values often differ (social,
political, moral, intellectual,
economic). Discuss the differences and reasons for them.

Homemaking provides continuous opportunities for
experimentation and creative
experiences through which
management practices may be
evaluated and changed
practices may be affected.

Identify the creative opportunities the homemaker has
available in new processes,
equipment, materials, and
Consider how to
information.
evaluate their use and selection.
Discuss the scientific approach
and creativity in view of continuous learning for the
homemaker.

Discuss how choice and use of
tools simplifies tasks.
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Area Generalizations

Learning Experiences
Identify , inspect , display and/or
use tools which the homemaker
may find easy to use and to be
time and energy savers such as:
treated dusting nits; unbreakable jools; disposable items;
utensils that store easily and
in less space; etc.
Contrast the effort and time
involved in using poor versus
good tools, such as sharp with
dull knives.

Develo p a score card for the
selection of a particular
cleaning tool. Examine the
different makes of this tool in
stores.
Report to the class
about the features in which
some makes ranked highest.
Look for storage aids in stores
and report the inexpensive and
practical ones to the class.

Analyze magazine pictures and
establish characteristics of
desirable storage. Divide for
brainstorming. Each group is
given an article from the
kitchen and directed to think
of ways the article could be
used for storage in other parts
of the house:
silverware drawer
divider; plastic gallon bottle;
small plastic bowl with cover;
etc.

Read background on household
appliances. Writ e commercials
that would appeal to the homemaker in each social-f amily
group.
During a mock television
program similar to "College Bowl"
in which information is asked
about management j students
present their commercials on
household appliances useful to
the dual role horaemaker.
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Area Generalizations

Learning Experiences

Homemaking skills promote
the completing of tasks by
eliminating trial and
error efforts that use
time and. energy and tend
to cause tensions.

Compare the time needed per
week to care for housekeeping
tasks such as carpet or rugs,
waxed floors, and vinyl covered floors.

some house hole
s for
study and experimental work.
Prepare and present a demonstration.
Class analyze the
procedure and suggest simplification of the task in different social-family groups.
Examples for possible usage:
.remove scratches from furniture
.iron a shirt
.wash, dry, and hang a family
laundry
.remove family laundry from
line, fold, iron, and store
.clean silverware
.shampoo a rug
S elect

Summarize work methods on how
to simplify tasks by analyzing
their way of working to determine if a better way can be
found.

Suggested References
Books
Craig, Hazel Thompson.
Peoria,
Thresholds to Adult Living
Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett Company, 1962, Chapter 16.
.

Fitzsimmons, Cleo, and Nell White. Management for You
Chicago: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1956', Part II.
.

Lewis, Dora S., Jean 0. Burns, and Esther P. Segner.
and Eome Management
New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1961, Chapter 7.

Housiiy

.

Raines, Margaret. Managing Livingtime . Peoria, Illinois:
Chas. A. Benncct Company, I96/+, Part III.
Starr, Mary Catharine.
nagement for Better Livi;Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1963* Part II.
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Suggested References Continued
Films trip

Educational Division, The institute of Life Insurance,
J4.88 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York,
"Directing Your Dollars"
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Problem Area

Time end Energy

Concept

Time and Energy Resource
Management

Area Objectives
Uses discrimination in using time and energy as
resources of the family for achieving goals.

Recognizes the limitations of time and energy resources.
Organizes work to release time for other activities.

Examines energy costs of different activities.
Identifies management goals that give direction to
planning for time and energy use.

Applies principles of time and energy management in
personal living and in the home.
Applies improved work methods.

Analyzes steps of time and energy -saving techniques.

Area Generalizations

Learning Experiences

Organization is the way in
which individuals and
families carry out
activities.

Explain how one organizes in
order to put the parts together
of family, friends, talents,
money, time, activities, feelings,
etc., to make the design of a
life directed by purpose.

The implementation of plans
may involve reappraisal and
adjustment of procedures to
meet changing conditions.

Show how the making of a plan
involves deciding on tasks to
be carried out, who will perform them, order of the jobs
to be done, and time for each.

Effective organization is
related to optimal use of
resources.

Consider reasons for the uneven
resource of energy among people,
such as physical heritage,
nutrition, physical and mental
health, body structure, etc.

1,0

Area Generalizations

Lecming Experiences
Compare the energy costs of
activities ranging from the least
energy use to the highest
(arranged in sequence.) Di scu ss
how a homemaker can make uce of
the differences in energy costs
and thereby do more work with
less expenditure of energy.

Identify attitude as a human
resource which may be a posit .ve
or negative influence in organContrast the influences
ization.
of hating a job with enjoying a
job on the accomplishments- of
the person.

Identify techniques of organization which help one to manage
resources such as time planning,
ways of working, organization
or properties, and choice of
tools.

Generalize principles of
organization, such as:
.Place properties where they
are to be used while working.
.Develop a sequence of steps
involved.
.Assemble materials needed before
starting to do something.
.Store like items together.

Anticipated outcomes and
incentive energize organizational processes.

Discuss how getting what one
wants is accomplished through
organizing what one has into
a plan of action.

Recognize how the ways people
work influence their use of
time and energy and their
accomplishments. Consider that
managers seek the simplest,
easiest, and quickest method
of accomplishing tasks.

"

.

lj.1

Area Generalizations

Learning Experiences
Invite a dual-role ho
ker to
speak on ways she has used or
is using her time at home, and
Class prestate her reasons.
sents other ways of using time,
and _cc.- :icer what effects their
choices have.
Class draws con clusions as to what influences
the decisions a homemaker makes
concerning the use of time when
she has a choice.
\

Compile information on how home
makers spend their time while
the automatic washer and drier
are doing the work. Analyze
for possible better time management.

Compare the time and energy used
for home activities by grandmothers with that of the homemakers of today.
The elimination of time and
energy waste may be accomplished through organization of time, activities,
and properties.

Clarify the meaning of the
statement, To save energy
means avoiding energy waste so
that it can be used for a
purpose.
!t

Discus s the meaning of short
cuts as quick ways of doing
jobs.
Collect ideas and
organize them in a clipping
folder. Discuss sources to
Experiment
use for ideas.
with short cuts in class and at
home to discover new ones and
to evaluate recommended
practices in social-family
groups

homemaking activities in
social-family groups to show
distance traveled and number
and types of motions used.
Chart the distance traveled
with a pathway chart showir
trips of the worker by means
of string.
S tudy

.

h2

Area Generalizations

Learning Experiences

Analyze charts to determine
changes needed in ways of workIn class discussion expand
ing.
organizational principles related to ways of working.
Pro pose and t ry improvement for
task analyzed.

Social-family groups ores^
short skits giving the before
and after of people learning to
save time and motion. Discuss
the methods presented,
Individuals and f sallies
may facilitate management
through creating routine
procedures and coordinating activities.

ways to simp;
or
:j3
eliminate household jobs.
Examples: learn how to dovetail jobs; do away with large
tasks; change poor work habits;
and improve storage.

Create job combinations that
save time and energy.
Demonstrate time and energy
saving methods in social-family
groups. Analyze each step of
the process for energy-saving
techniques.

Study location and details of
storage designed to serve
specific purposes in order to
save time and energy; such as
use of dividers, adjustable
shelves, and use of clothes
chute.

Social-family groups study and
design ways of saving time and
energy through storage features
for outdoor storage of garden
tools, kitchen cabinets in
various work centers, sewing
supplies, hobby materials and
equipment , et c

)

k3

Area Generalizations

Learning
i

E:

ses
i

.

for application of the
organizational principles
developed such as organized
kitchen routines and arranged
drawer storage.

Apply the principles of organi'
zaoion to problem situations.
Formulate and make copies of
y storage guice, using principles with simple application.
Discuss how a time plan is made
to serve a family rather than
the family serving the plan.
Discuss guides in making a plan,
such as: provide for flexibility, plan time-saving combinations of activities when
possible, eliminate unnecessary
tasks, take care of first
things first, and distribute
tasks evenly.

Clarify steps in making a time
plan:
I.

Decide what one wants to
achieve during the period

of time.
II. Take stock of how one's
time is being used and

decide upon changes
desired.
111 Decide which activities or
achievements are most
important to be accomplished, (priority
ratings
IV. Budget time for each
activity.
v. Try out the plan and
evaluate it.
VI. Make changes as needed
based on experience.

kk
Area Generalizations

Bxperiences

Learning,'

Make a "Who does what --when"
plan for managing household
tasks for a week-end, applying
the guides and steps in relation
to the management goals for time
Put the
and activity plans.
plan into practice. Evaluate .

Summarize and state that the
thinking involved in planning,
using 3 and testing is the rational decision-making process.

Suggested References
Books

Fitzsimmons, Cleo, and Hell White. Management for You.
Chicago: J. B. Lippincott Company, 19!?tt, Chapter 5.
Nickell, Paulena, and Jean M. Dorsey. Mane .-; ment in Family
Living . New York: John Wiley and Sons, 19^9,
Chapters 6, 7, 8, 9.
Raines, Margaret. Managing Livingt ime
Chas. A. Bennett Company, inc.,

.

Peoria, Illinois:
1961]., Part III.

Starr, Mary Catharine. Management for Better Living .
Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1963 > Part II.

Pamphlets and Bulletins

Agricultural Extension Service, Ohio State University,
Columbus 10, Ohio.
A Pattern Mot i on Study
An Easy Way to Iron a Shirt
Every Motion C ounts
More Space in Your Kitchen Cupboard
Short Cuts in Hous ework

Extension Service, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas.
How Time Plies
Household Finance Corporation, 919 North Michigan, Chicago 11,
Illinois
Time Management for Homemakers

.
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Problem Area

inagement

c

ley

Money Management

Concept

Area Objectives
Creates plans for money use satisfactory to
family members.

Concludes that human resources may be used
interchangeable with material resources to
extend the family income.
Compares criteria in choice making when
consumer buying.
Judges decision making about money.

Area 3-eneralizations

Learning; Experiences

Effective money management
is based on individual and
family needs, wants, goals,
and resources.

Tell or read short stories
showing how individuals or
families use their money such
as "Cheaper by the Dozen" and
de"Mama's Bank Account.
scribe the attitude of individuals toward the use of money.
11

Class members report ways they
have seen family money spent.
Divide into social-family
groups and write one minute
skits entitled, "Behind the
Scenes at Home." Present the
skits

Compare financial goals of
social-family groups.
List the financial needs which
are characteristic of each
social-family group.

Assign buzz groups to discuss
"Two can live as cheaply as
one," "Time is money," and
"Economy is too late at the
bottom of the purse."

:

.

.
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Area Generalizations

Le:

Management makes it
possible to meet the most
important and the greatest
number of needs and wants
through the use of
limited resources.

Li.it special skills or abilities
which serve as resources. Explain how individuals use resources in meeting specific
needs or wants.

ces

List the human and material
resources of the family. Show
how these are related to family
/Jork in social-family
goals.
groups.

Explain how and why resources
are limited.

Use role playing to dramatize
a couple planning to meet the
cost of their first child, a
couple discussing pros and cons
of the wife working, and a
family planning the use of
income for one year.

Describe ways to control spending and stay within a budget.

Work out plans for one of the
following in social -family
groups:
a family vacation,
owning a car, or buying a new
carpet
List expenses that could be
reduced to allow for savings.

Money management is the
process of setting up,
following, evaluating,
and when necessary, revising a plan for the
use of

Discuss the importance of
saving for a specific purpose.
Discuss reasons for financial
management

income.

List the advantages of budgeting.

View film, "A New Look at
Budgeting," for new ideas.

e

.

e

t
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Area Generalizations

Learn

Lr

Experiences

Teacher present steps in income
management as
I. Define and recognize one's
goals.
II. Recogr. ize changes in the

nily-life cycle.
III. Analyze all kinds of income
IV. Formulate definite plans,
check and appraise them.
V. Choose a method of handling

family members that will
satisfy family members.
List basic family needs, esti mate the amount of money to be
spent for each category by the
social -family groups on an
average income. Each ad j us
their budget to care for an
emergency expenditure such as
sickness.
List the things to consider in
evaluating a family budget.
Evaluate budgets made.

Individual and family
choices influence and are
influenced by market
conditions and marketing
practices.

Discuss factors which influence
choice of a store. 1-Ake sug gestions for selection of a
store or for families in different circumstances.

Describe a good advertisement
and bring ads to class to
ana ly z

and dis cuss

.

.ys
Round table discuss ion on
Better Buying Practices Can Help
You and the Merchant."

View film "What is Your Shopping
Score?" Wr it a shopping code.
Rational decisions when
shopping represent choices
resulting from logical
analysis of the elements
of situations

'anties,
Collect and discuss
labels,
a:
guarantees, seals,
Assign groups to investi uat e , and report on
sources of consumer infor
:>n.
Set up a shopper's shelf of information ^?o:'u the above sources,

.

ll-8

Area Generalizations

j„^.-

r.-

r -

Experiences

Discuss how planning the use of
time and energy in shopping saves
money and improves buying skills.
Cite examples.
Discuss value of planned purchases versus impulsive buying.

Disadvantages as well as
advantages are usually inherent in the alternatives
involved in a decision or
choice.

List individual purchases and
explain what influenced the
Could a better
de vision to buy.
choice have been made?

Illustrate how the family as a
unit can make decisions on
purchases for the home.

Suggested References
Books
Craig, Hazel Thompson.
Thresholds to Adult Living
Peoria,
Illinois: Chas. A. Bennett Company, Inc., 1962,
Chapter 17.
.

Pitzsimmons, Cleo, and Nell White. Management for You
Chicago: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1953, Part III.
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Nickell, Paulena, and Jean M. Dorsey. Management in Family
Living
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Problem Area

Pood Activities

Concept

Management of Food Resources

Area Objectives
Recognizes the importance of coordinating
preparation of three meals a day.
Identifies and relates factors of values and
goals to planning and preparing family meals.

Investigates meal patterns and management of
routine tasks to better utilize available
resources.

cc-

Understands factors which, increase

of meals.

Recognizes the relationships between available
resources and food preservation and convenience
foods.
Selects a variety of foods in providing adequate
nutrition for self and family.

Applies short cuts in food activities with
increasing skill.

Prepares family meals using increasingly difficult
food preparation skills and understandings.

Area G-eneraliz at i ons

Learning Experiences

Discrimination is required
in the selection of foods
that contribute a balance
of nutrients to the daily
diet and at the same time
fulfill such nonnutritive
requirements for daily
meals as are involved in
meeting food budgets, family traditions, and individual preferences.

Discuss the dilema of many
"What shall we
homemake: s
have for dinner?"
:

Identify the factors which
influence the homemaker as
she plans menus for the day
for her family. Discuss how
these factors influence the
meal planning for various
social-family groups.
Use the Basic Four as a formula
in planning meals which meet
the nutritive needs of socialfamily groups.

.
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Area Generalizations

Jbear-i:

The organization of activities in providing food
for the family involves
planning and coordination
of resources and family
demands

I dentify the resources of the
family
influence decisions
in relation to food management
such as time, money, energy,
and abilities.

"

Lr

:

-:c

^i

.i-nces

1

(

cuss use of
irces
human and material) by the food

Analyze an illustration of a
family with unexpected food needs
in terms of such questions as:
.What foods should be kept on an
emergency shelf?
.Which foods should be Ltored in
large quantities?
.What menus could be kept on
file for an easy-to-prepare
quick meal?

View and discuss filmstrip,
'You and Your Food Dollar."
Look for
on
cutting 1 000. COS "CS

n

.

Work out plans for spending
money allocated to family food
budget by considering the needs
of the family, using long range
planning and preparing carefully worked out market lists.
Use of resources for household food production is influenced by the values
placed on food, the kind
and quality of resources
available, and the personal
satisfaction derived from
producing food.

Study the role of the food manager as a buyer and discuss
changes she encounters such as
the kinds of food stores and
services, types of food available, food costs, and marketing
procedures.
Hole play food shopping
experiences in social-family
groups.

Formulate rules for good
market lists.

s

.
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Area Generalizations

Le arn ing Experienc e

Debate
Small quantity buying
is better management than large
:arxze
buymj
:

ideas
A rrange a display of foods to
show can or package s_zes,
C ompare
grades, and varieties.
costs, quality, number oi
servings, and uses. Decide
which make the best buys Tor
individual family needs.

Con duct taste tests. Example:
Chill each of the following
kinds of milk: pasteurized;
homogenized skim; evaporated or
condensed; dried or powdered;
yogurt. Discuss the food value,
uses, and taste of each.

Check understanding of required
information on labels and on
voluntary labeling information.

Discuss meal preparation with
ready- oo-heat-and-eat frozen
foods and mixes, in comparison
with meal preparation in parents
and grandparents' early days.
.pare the time and money costs
C
of meals using home prepared
foods, partially prepared, and
ready-to-serve foods.

1

Prep are a list of criteria in
evaluating convenience food
choices in social-family groups.

Evaluate convenience foods using
established criteria.
Writ e school newspaper articles
titled similar to the following:
."Why Pay for Pood and Discard
Nutrients?"
."Read Labels and Reap Dividends
."Sharp Shopping"

1'

-
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Area Generalizations

I

rn

L

Experiences

'_

Home service representative to
present talk on how to get the
best results in food preservation from the use of a home
freezer.

Estimate costs of home food
preservation and make compari sons with purchasing the product
Evaluate application of management principles to grocery
shopping with paper-pencil test.
Performance of routine tasks
according to a plan designed
for repeated use facilitates
planning, preparing, and
serving food.

Discuss a variety of ways of
accumulating hints, menus, a
recipes so they will be useful.
Students brin~ in their favorite
kitchen times aver and demon strate its use. Pis c u~ s advantages and disadvantages of each
Teacher demonstrates
time saver.
other shortcuts in cooking.
Menus are placed on the board.
Students determine which items
menus would take more time
on
than
b be available
Suggest h o w to shorten
w or kd ay s
the preparation time of each
Consider
substitutes
menu.
could be made to save time.
.

.

..

Buzz groups consider further
ways of saving food preparation
time and report their conclusions to class. Examples:
simplify menus, planning ahead,
arrange kitchen to save steps
and motion, simplify food
service and dishwashing.

Participation in planning,
preparing, and serving meals
that furnish the food the
family enjoys and needs can
be a source of pleasure,
creativity, and satisfaction,

Discuss the possibility of
i nv i t ing s ome one to three hun
dred sixty-five dinners.
'on er that this is done by the
average homemaker for her family,

"

:

A-

Area Generalizations

Learn

-

Experiences

ew and discuss the films trip,
w tc Plan Meals.

Discuss how sensory objectives
color, form, flavor, and texture)
and nutritional value are used
as the basis for meal planning.
(

Plan meals that avoid the two
great foes of meal planning-monotony and fear of change.
Outline the role of the food
manager in organization of the
ire
trfcs
n< jessary bo plan,
and serve a meal to achieve both
unity and variety in food
service.

The social-family groups plan
prepare , serve and evaluate a
series of problem dinners.
Examples
.Use inexpensive meat cuts with
meat tenderizers.
..Use a variety of convenience
,

,

foods.
.Meals with low cost foods.
.Meals with high cost foods.

Suggested References
Books
Craig, Hazel Thompson.
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,
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Management for Better Livin"D. C. Heath and Company, 1963,' Chapter 9.

.
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"How to Plan Meals"
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Problem Area

Clothing Activities

Concept

Management of Clothing Needs

Area Objectives
Compares clothing needs of family members of
different ages and occupations.

Identifies the resources available for meeting
clothing needs.

Desires to evaluate family and individual resources
in deciding when to buy ready made clothing and when
to sew.

Comprehends the cost of family clothing.
Investigates information given on clothing and
fabric tags and labels and in advertising.
Relates performance of textiles and clothing to
care for garments of different fabrics.

Area Generalizations

Learning Experiences

The factors involved in
making clothing decisions
include the individual's
resources, needs and
desires, family composition,
stage in the life cycle, the
mobility of the people,
climatic conditions, and
social environment.

Panel discussion using a
teenage girl, a wage-earning
mother, a wage earning wife
without children, and a fulltime homemaker.
Questions
.What does being xve II -dressed
mean to the family and its
members?
.How can the homemaker who is
working outside the home plan
so all family members continue
to feel they are well-dressed?
Class members add to the points
discussed and draw conclusions
.

Study current styles and fashion
books.
Identify styles which
are likely to be fashionable for
some time, those that are temporary, those which were inspired
h"j current events, and those
which can be traced to oth
periods of history.
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Area Generalizations

Learning Experiences
Invest i -ato the reasons for
problems about clothes in your
own family. Re-port how the
problems are solved.

Rol^ play different socialfamily members and express
each member's wants and needs
of clothing.

Work in social-family groups to
plan budget to meet given needs
and goals for clothii.

,

Develop and discuss definition
for "common sense" in clothing
selection.
The resources available
for meeting clothing needs
include available goods
and services, purchasing
power, personal information, ability, time,
and energy.

Role play a family situation in
which family members are trying
to determine how to spend the
\}2$ in the monthly family clothing budget.
.Sue, 16, wants a new party dress.
.Carol, Ik, newly elected junior
high cheerleader, must have $12
for uniform costs.
.Father needs a new $£ dress
shirt for out-of-town meeting.
.Hot her needs a new winter coat
since her present coat is showing wear and collar and sleeve
edges are almost threadbare.
How can the needs and wants of
all family members be met with
the $2£?
Analyze clothing needs of
social-family groups.
List abilities and skills that
can help make the family inc
go farther.
to improve
skills necessary in remod
clothing such as making covered
belts, applying new trims, or

making bound buttonholes.

i

BQ

Area Generalizations

Learning Experiences
Examine ready-made garments of
a single type; estimate amount
of time, money, and skill needed
List
to make the garment.
factors to be considered in
making decisions.
Bring; articles

of clothing which

have been enjoyed, or which have
not been enjoyed, or both and
tell what satisfactions or disappointments have been had from
them. Draw cone lus ons as to
how to Increase a at "is £ actions in
buying.

Discuss ways parents can help
children check the results of
their own buying and develop
ability to make wise decisions.
List the responsibilities the
homemaker has in buying and
caring for the clothes in each
social-family group.
lr/:ervie w buyer of local store
concerning features which cause
high and low prices of clothing.

Make plans for the best way to

meef wardrobe needs with the
money available. Discuss whether
to use ready-to-wear or homemade
clothing, or a combination of
both.

The information provided
by agencies and industry
through such means as
labels and advertising
is one resource which may
assist the consumer in
predicting the performance
of textiles and clothing.

Using garment tags, determine
what is known about required
Compare
labeling information.
and discuss answers given t:o
stimulate desire to learn about
garment labeling.
Col lect , display ^ and discuss
fabrics grouped according to care
required to predict fabric
performance.
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Area Generalizations

Learning Experiences
Discuss experiences with
fabrics pilling., shrinking,
stretching, fading, or developing a shine.
Offer solutions
to t he pr o b 1 eras
.

View .nd discuss filmstrip,
How to Select Fabrics for
Garments/' Summarize the
presentation.
Each student finds two brand
names of textile articles which
she a3soci
with good quality
merchandise. List the good
qualities expected in a garment
of this brand
sad and comoare
the lists. Discuss laws which
recuire certain information on
garment ta o^
Compare the information that
appears on labels and in advertisements with that given
by clerks.
Invite a qualified person from
a dry cleaning company or from
a'

consumer complaint department

to discuss the damage of textile
merchandise as a result of
consumer care practices, and the
importance of carefully following
the care instructions given on
the tag.

Analyze the style, line, color,
tags, and labels of
ent
purchased garments to determine
buying principles considered.
.

.<

Demonstrate how to remove stains.
ange and discuss an exhibit
of items

m

"

jring,

soaps,
treatment for storage:
s, absorbents,
detergents, ble
solvents, moth crystals, saddle
id

soap, etc.

.
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Learning Experiences

Area Generalizations

Visit home service center of
utility company and watch
demonstrations of use of
laundry supplies,

Plan for and assume care of own
clothes for period of time.

Formulate plans and assume
responsibility of family wash
for period of- time.
Repair tears and holes in
irments.

Suggested References
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Craig, Hazel Thompson.
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.
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.
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SUMMARY
The rapid rate of change in American society and familylife call for ability to manage resources in order to achieve
the kind of home life satisfying to the individual, to the

family, and to society.

The increasing number of married women

with children entering the labor market demands effective

management in the home when time there is limited.

The woman

who uses good management skills tends to be more productive and
finds greater satisfaction in her work both in the role of

homemaker and the role of wage earner.

At twelfth-grade, girls

are often considering further education, a career, marriage, or
a

combination of these.

The need for management skills and

understandings becomes a reality for them.
The purposes of this study were (1) to identify manage-

ment problems of homemakers employed outside the home and (2) to
develop learning experiences for twelfth-grade girls to enable

them to develop home management understandings and skills needed
for the dual role of homemaker and wage earner.

No plans for

teaching and evaluating the learning experiences were included.

Literature reviewed was related to changes in society
affecting the family, factors influencing the married woman

1

decision to work, identified management problems of employed
homemakers, and use of the concept approach in curriculum

planning.

s
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The home maker

'

role as well as the activities of the

s

home are affected by changes resulting from social and econo-

mic influences outside the home.

The influences of technolc

industrialization, changed roles of family members, increased
civic responsibility, and the increase in number of women in
the labor force have had varying effects on the homemaker and

on the family.

The homemaker

1

s

decision to work is influenced

by outside stimulation; opportunities to utilize education end

training; additional income; the extent to which the homemaker
is needed in the home; and personal, family,

and community

attitudes.

Studies showed that the homemakers in the dual role of

homemaking and wage earning recognized a need for additional

preparation in management of homemaking activities.

Five

major problem areas of the employed homemaker were identified:
(l)

housekeeping,

ment of money,

(l\.)

(2)

time and energy management,

(3)

manage-

food activities, and (5) clothing activities

Homemakers expressed the desire to utilize their time in the
best possible way and wanted to learn how tasks could be sim-

plified or eliminated through good management techniques.
A number of authorities contend that the curriculum

should be determined by fundamental concepts that form the
structure of a subject.

The concept approach to teaching

provides the student with a framework and guideposts for
thinking when opportunity is provided for building upon past
experiences and understandings.
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Major problem areas of employed homemakers were
identified Tor inclusion as the home management unit.

Area

concepts and behavioral objectives were written for each

identified problem area.

Appropriate management concepts

and generalizations were selected from the U.S. Office of

Education publication, "Curriculum Resource Material:

Con-

ceptual Framework and Generalizations in Home Economics."

Because no guides for teacher use were given in the resource

materials, the investigator explored the use of these resource

materials in developing learning experiences.

The sequence of

study in the problem areas was arranged to enable twelfthgrade girls to gain an understanding of the basic concepts of

management and then develop skill in using the concepts in
each succeeding area.

Suggested references were given for

each problem area.
In the learning experiences, the focal point of teaching was the social-family group approach.

The social-family

groups are sufficiently limited to provide a core of common

learnings and permit teaching of basic concepts of management,
yet flexible enough to encourage creativity.

The learning

experiences developed would enable the twelfth-grade girls to

work in various family-size groups and use procedures duplicating as nearly as possible the problems which face the

young homemaker in the dual role.

Changing social-family

groups at intervals would allow the students to gain

experience with problems associated with each group.
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In the development of the problems related to the duel

role of the homemaker and wage earner, the concept approach to

teaching was used.

The procedure of selecting basic concepts

and generalizations from prepared resource material and then

developing learning experiences to develop the content of the

generalizations was a valuable experience in
development for the investigator.

curricula:'.:
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RECOMMEKDAT I CHS
The learning experiences developed in this study can

serve as a guide in planning a specialized course introducing

twelfth-grade girls to the world of work or a part of a
twelfth-grade non-specialized home economics course.

A

responsibility of the teacher would be to adapt the suggested
learning experiences to meet the needs, interests, and attitudes of students taking the course.

General recommendations based upon limitations of
this study include that
1.

Plans be made for teaching and evaluating the
learning experiences in light of needs, interests,
and attitudes of the students enrolled in the
course.

2.

Students be involved in further planning and
defining objectives for the unit.

3.

Additional means for evaluating student learning
be planned for and utilized.

ij..

5.

The unit be taught and a follow-up study made to
determine the value of the unit to the young
homemakers who had assumed the dual role of
homemaker and wage earner.

Additional problems that affect the employed
homemaker be identified. Two such problem areas
could be care and development of children of the
employed homemaker and providing for recreation
and leisure time.
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ABSTRACT
The extensive changes in American society and family
life call for the ability to manage resources.

Present

trends indicate that -women marry early and undertake both

homemaking and gainful employment outside the home.

This

dual role demands effective management in the home when time
there is limited.

At twelfth-grade, girls are often consider-

ing further education, a career, marriage, or a combination
of these.

The need for management skills and understandings

becomes a reality for them.
The purposes of this study were (l) to identify

management problems of homemakers employed outside the home
and (2) to develop learning experiences for twelfth-grade

girls to enable them to develop home management understandings and skills needed for the dual role of homemaker and

wage earner.

No plans for teaching and evaluating the

learning experiences were included.
A review of literature indicated that technology,

industrialization, changed roles of family members, increased
civic responsibility, and an increase in the number of women
in the labor force had varying effects on the homemaker and
on the family.

The homemaker

f

s

decision to work was

influenced by outside stimulation; opportunities to utilize

education and training; additional income; the extent to

which the homemaker was needed in the home; and personal.,
family, and community attitudes.

Studies showed five major problem

homemaker:
(3)

housekeeping,

(1)

management of money,

activities.

(lj.)

(2)

s

3

for the employed

time and energy

ment,

i

food activities, and (5) clothing

Homemakers expressed the desire

"oo

utilize their

time in the best possible way and wanted to learn

he

i

"casks

could be simplified or eliminated through good management
techniques.

Using the concept approach in curriculum planning
insures that the student is provided with opportunities for

building upon past experiences and understandings and with
a framework for thinking.

Major problem areas of employed homemakers were
identified for inclusion in the home management unit.

Area

concepts and behavioral objectives were written for each

problem area.

Basic generalizations and concepts were

selected from the U.S. Office of Education publication,
"Curriculum Resource Material:

Conceptual Framework and

Generalizations in Home Economics" to use as a basis in
developing the learning experiences in each problem area.
The focal point of planning the learning experiences was the

social-family group approach.

The sequence of study in the

problem areas was arranged to enable twelfth-grade girls to
gain an understanding of the basic concepts of management
and then develop skill in using the concepts in

succeeding area.

ea<

The learning experiences could be incor-

porated as part of a specialized course introducii

3

twelfth-grade girls to the world of work or as part of a
twelfth-grade non-specialized home economics course.
In this study, the application of management concepts

was limited to selected problem areas of the employed

homemaker.
identified.

It was recommended that other problem areas be

Two such problem areas could be care and

development of children of the employed homemaker and

providing for recreation and leisure time.

It was

further

recommended that plans be made for teaching and evaluating
the unit and for making a follow-up study to determine the

value to the young homemaker s in the dual role.

